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ABSTRACT 
Motivation: Rare diseases are a big challenge of our community and it is important to find answers and put forward a cure in 
the medicine field. Thanks to the huge amount of data that transcriptomic researches provide to public databases, we can use 
bioinformatics tools to analyse and seek new paths to understand better their molecular mechanisms and find new molecules 
that are related to the disease in order to make a future drug discovery process to this kind of research.  
Methods: We use transcriptomic data from the Expression Atlas repository, searching for experiments where the gene related 
to rare diseases is differently expressed.. We use the fold change data to choose those proteins that the expression are 
correlated to the expression of our gene of interest (R2>= 0.95). Using enrichment tools from Reactome database, or DAVID 
computational tool, we can stablish a Gene Ontology (GO) study among which we we can choose those that belong to the same 
biological process and path. This first step means an approach to select from thousands of genes a few gene cluster that may 
be highly related with the gene that cause the disease. The use of analysis tool R with bioinformatics packages, such as 
Bioconductor, CompGo, RDavidWebService or Clusterprofiler, allow us to keep improving the methodology making a deep 
analysis of Gene Ontology of our gene cluster, crafting relationships between them. 
Results: The current status of this research consists in the analysis of all GO terms that are belonged to our genes of interest 
that were crossed with the terms of the gene related to the studied disease. This step is crucial in order to find genes that are 
also affected by rare diseases in their metabolic path. This methodology could discover new biomarkers or, in another case, new 
strategies to understand the correct operation of the biological process of rare diseases and most importantly, the possibility to 
find a possible cure for these conditions. 
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